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ABSTRACT 
Weight belt feeders are widely used in industrial applications to transport soiid materials into a 
manufacturing process at a selected feed rate. A weight belt feeder system consists of several belt 
conveyors with different weight ratios. In normal operations, each of belt conveyor has its own 
reference feed rate without any relation with each other. Obviously, in this case, if the velocity of 
any belt conveyor does not match a desired speed for some reason while the others are still in 
corrected operation then its feed rate is not kept at the expected value. The imperfection work of 
the belt scale happened in a sufficient time will lead to a wrong mixed component ofthe materials 
and defective production. In this paper, we propose a cross limit control method on speed 
adjustable belt scale systems, in which if the flux rate of any belt conveyor does not guarantee and 
it exceeds a given limit then the setpaints ofthe others belt conveyors will be regulated so that the 
feed rates of all belt conveyors will be increased or decreased with the same percentage. The 
application of this method in speed adjustable belt scale systems will maintain the mixture ratio at 
a predesigned value and improve the quality of productions. The effectiveness of the proposed 
method will be demonstrated via some simulation results. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Belt conveyor scales are widely used in many 
industrial areas such as food, chemical, or 
metal manufacturing process. A speed 
adjustable belt scale shown in Fig. 1 consists 
of a weight measurement sensor (loadcell), a 
speed control unit with an electrical motor 
and drive, a belt speed measurement structure. 
The continuous conveyor belt scales (or 
continuous weighing devices) keep the 
material flux at a constant feedrate in 
kilograms per second (or Ton per hour). The 
detail of a working principle of a belt 
conveyor can be found in [1]. 
In the literature, the study in [2] focuses on 
the application of speed control to belt 
conveyors for the purpose of reducing energy 
consumption of belt conveyors with the help 
of a dynamic belt model. In [3], a linear 
model of a belt conveyor is built to calculate 
the conveyor dynamic performance in 
transient period, both in acceleration and 
deceleration operations. In [4], a gain-

scheduled Pl-like fuzzy logic controller and a 
self-tuning Pl-like fuzzy logic controller are 
designed for a belt conveyor system to 
maintain a constant feed rate. A performance 
comparison of these controllers is also given in 
this paper. In [5], a weight system including the 
measurement method to measure the mass with 
a maximum error of 1% is presented. The test 
results and the recommendations for future 
works are also given. 
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Fig. I. Belt scale structure [2],[6] 

Let Q^^ be the reference of the total feed rate 

(measured in Ton per hour). Let C, be the 

component percentage of each material. Let 

Q"' be the set point for the i-th belt 

conveyor rate. We have Q^''^ = C^Q^^ (1) 

Let «, be the speed ofthe i-th belt conveyor, the 

wei^t ofthe bulk material on \m length ofthe i-
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th belt is denoted byw,. The flux rate ofthe belt 

conveyor is Q^ =WjW, (2) 

Assume the belt scale system consists of N 
belt conveyors. The total flux of these belt 

JV 

conveyors is Qj; - X Qi (•̂ ) 
1=1 

The error of the desired feed rate and the 
actual one is e, -Q"^ -Q^ • This error will be 
minimized by using a flow rate controller as 
shown in Fig. 2. The speed of the belt is 
regulated by controlling the speed of the 
induction motor as a prime mover. 

EEFo-ME} 

Fig, 2. Bed scale control system 

In the normal operation of a continuous 
weight belt feeder system, the belt speed of 
each conveyor is regulated in order to keep 
the variable material feeding rate at a desired 
value regardless the variations of the material 
distribution and weight along the belt length. 
However, since there is no link between the 
flux references, if the flux of any belt scale 
cannot be kept at an expected value for some 
reasons then the component percentage of this 
material and, therefore, the mixture ratio does 
not guaranteed anymore. As it is illustrated in 
Fig. 3, assuming that the flux of i-th belt 
scale Q, has a big difference from it reference 
value Q,"̂ ^̂ . This can be happen sometime 
because of the fact that, for instance, the 
material Is stuck in the batching hopper. At 
the moment, the component percentage of this 

material C, A , also has a big difference 

from it reference value C, = • '—r. This might 

lead to a low quality production output. 
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In order to maintain the mixture ratio ofthe 
production line, we present in this paper a 
cross limit control method for a speed 
adjustable belt scale. The theory ofthe cross 
limit control is in the setting values ofthe flux 
rates, in which, the flux rate of any material 
only allows to reach its upper or lower limit if 
the other materials are within the limiting 
range. If we assume that the continuous 
weight belt feeder system consists of two belt 
scales as shown in Fig. 4 then this control the 
structure is called the double cross limit 
control system [7]. In this configuration, the 
upper and lower limits determined by the 
second belt scale are added in the double 
cross limit block, which result in flux rate of 
the first belt scale is increasing or decreasing 
only within the limiting range. Similarly, the 
upper and lower limits determined by the first 
belt scale are added in the double cross limit 
block, which result in flux rate ofthe second 
belt scale is increasing or decreasing only 
within the limiting range. 

Fig. 3. A continuous weight beh feeder system 
with N bell scales 

The cross limit control of a continuous weight 
belt feeder system with more than two belt 
scales is implemented in similar way and it 
will be discussed in the next section. 
CROSS LIMIT CONTROL 
Let us denote Q, as the set point ofthe flux 
rate ofthe i-th belt conveyor with cross limit 
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utilization, S^ and Si as high and low flux 

rate limits of the i -th belt conveyor. The set 

point for the flux rate ofthe belt scale is 

if A < 
Q,-Q7^ 

, and 

4=cr I + Z 
9. -Qf 

<s,. 

(4) 

(5) 

where 

er' Q:" 
i={\,...,N] Q, is the actual flux of belt 

scale number t, Ql^^ is the reference value of 

the flux rate of beh scale number i. 

Fig. 4. A double cross limit belt scale control system 

Alternatively, we can rewrite equation (5) as 

Qi'Ql" i + z Qt-Q"' 
(6) 

Equation (6) is used to implement the cross 
limit control for a continuous weight belt 
feeder system. The control structure is shown 
in Fig. 5. 

SYSTEM MODELLING 

Modeling of an induction machine 

In a dq reference frame that has the d axis 

coinciding with the rotor flux, the induction 

machine model can be described by [8] 

x^ = A,.Xr + B^Vg + B,.x,.io^ 

„ , = C,.x,. 
(7) 

Fig. 5. Belt scale system with cross limH control 

where ^r=[%d i , ^rd <^rgf ^ 

yr=h-=[u V;] witilU.j, 0^^, V,.^, O^g, 

%d. %g > Vd' V? denoting the voltage and 

current components of the stator and rotor, 

respectively, and 4 , , j , O ^ being the rotor 

flux components. 
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rotor inductances, L^ is the mutual 
inductance, i^ , i^ are the stator and rotor 

I? 
resistances, (T = \ ^^ is the total linkage 

coefficient ,and a = ; moreover T^^-r-

and 71: denote the time constants of the 

stator and rotor, O,^ is the mechanical angular 
velocity of the rotor, and a^ is the electrical 
angular velocity ofthe stator (or grid). 
Simulink model ofthe controlled system 

l -^«- ti*. 

^ r- ^^ 
i^§M 

^. 

SnlX 

<^^ 
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Fig. 6. Simulink model 
The Simulink model ofthe controlled system 
with a cross limit unit is shown in Fig. 6. This 
model is employed to test the effectiveness of 
proposed method for six reference fluxes 
(iV = 6). However, for sake of simplicity, the 
model is only developed for only one 
induction machine drive ofthe first belt scale. 
Other induction machine drives can be 
developed in the same fashion. The stator side 
includes the flux control loop with a PI flux 
controller, the speed control loop with a PI 
speed controller and a stator converter. The 
role of the stator side control loops is to keep 
the flux rate of the belt conveyor at the 
reference value by controlling the speed of 
the induction motor. The grid side consists of 
a grid side controller and converter. The grid 
side control is to maintain the DC-link 
voltage at a constant value. 
The model ofthe cross limit unit is shown in 
Fig. 7 based on equations (4) and (6). 
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Fig. 7. Cross limit block 
SIMULATION RESULTS 
The following tests are implemented with an 
induction machine whose parameters are 
given in Appendix A. 

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 8. In 
this test, the upper limit d^ is 5 and the lower 
limit Si is -5%. As shown in Fig. 8b, the 
actual flux of the second belt scale is 
suddenly (decreased fi-om 1500 Kg/min (90 
Ton/h) to lOOOKg/min (60Ton/h) at 2.5s for 
some reason while the actual flux of the first 
belt scale still tracks its reference well (in 
between + 5% ofthe limit range). Because of 
the cross limit reaction, the set point for the 
flux rate ofthe first belt scale is reduced from 
2000Kg/min (120Ton/h) to 1333Kg/min 
(79.98Ton/h) as shown in Fig. 8a. Note that, 
in this situation, the reference values of the 
fluxes for the first and second belt scales are 
not changed. At 6s, the actual flux of the 
second belt scale is recovered its normal 
value from 1 OOOKg/min (60Ton/h) to 
1500Kg/min (90Ton/h) as it can be seen in 
Fig. 8b. Once again, thanks to the cross limit 
reaction, the set point for the flux rate of the 
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first belt scale is increased from 1333Kg/min 

(79.98Ton/h) to 2000Kg/min (120Ton/h) as 

shown in Fig. 8a. It should be emphasized 

that if the actual fluxes of all belt scales are 

inside the limit range then the cross limit has 

no action on the set point of any belt scale. 

T—1 
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f 
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Fig. 8. Simulation results 

When the set point for the flux of the first belt 

scale is changed, the set point for the rotor 

speed of the induction machine is also 

changed. As it can be seen from Fig. 8c, the 

actual speed of the induction machine follows 

its reference value quickly. This indicates a 

good quality of the speed control loop of the 

induction machine. 

The electrical torque, the total flux, and the 

stator currents of the induction machines are 

shown in Fig. 8d, 8e, and 8f, respectively. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The cross limit control applied to a speed 
adjustable belt scale system has been 
implemented in order to maintain the mixture 
ratio of the production line at a constant 
vai' In some situations, one of the belt 

conveyors might not workat anadequate 
accuracy.When the error between the actual 
flux and the desired one is bigger than a 
limited range, the set points of the other belt 
conveyors arere-calculated so that the feed 
rates of all belt conveyors will be increased or 
decreased with the same percentage. The 
simulation results show that, in the speed 
adjustable belt scale systems with cross limit 
control, the mixture ratio are kept at a 
predesigned value.Therefore, quality of 
products will be improvedsignificantly. 

APPENDIX A 
INDUCTION MACHINE PARAMETERS 
Stator resistance flj 0.0139 p.u. 

Stator leakage inductance i , , 0.0672 p.u. 

Rotor resistance, referred to the 0.0112 p.u. 

stator side i ^ 

Rotor leakage inductance, 0.0672 p.u. 

referred to the stator side i,,. 

Magnetizing inductance L^ 2.717 p.u. 

Rotor inductance L,. Xj^ +iy„ 

Stator inductance Lj -Ẑ ^ + Z ^ 

Moment of inertia H 0.2734 s 
Friction coefficient^ 0.0106 p.u. 
Number of pole pairs p 2 
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TOM TAT 
iTNG DUNG ©lEU K H I £ N GlOfI HAN C H E O TRONG C A C H £ THONG CAN 
BANG DIEU T O C 

Nguyin Ti^n Hung' , Nguyin Thj Mai Hutmg 
Dgi hqc Ky thugt cong nghiip — Dai hpc Thai nguyen 

CSc h6 thdng c3n bang dinh lucmg dugc sir dung rong rai trong cic ling dung c6ng nghiep de vSn 
chuyin cac nguyen lieu tho trong cac day chuyen san xuat voi luu lugng dat truoc. Mgt he thong 
can bang djnh lugng bao g6m m6t s6 cac b5ng tai vd'\ cac hS s6 Iii khac nhau. Trong qua trinh 
binh^diucmg, moi can b5ng co riSng m6t Iim luong d^t trucrc va khong co su lien quan v6i cac cin 
b5ng khac. Ro rang li, trong tnifimg hgp nay, nlu vi mgt ly do nio do t6c do cua m§t trong cic 
bing tii khdng dat dugc gii trj mong muon trong khi cac bang tai khic vin dang hoat dgng diing 
sS lam cho luu lugng cua bing tii do khong gitt dugc gia tri d^t truac. S\r lam viec khong hoin 
hie cua m^t can bang trong mdt thdi gian dii Idn se din den sai l€ch ty le phoi lieu v i tao ra cac 
phe phim. Trong bii bio niy chiing tdi de xuit phucrng phap dieu khien gicri han cheo cho cac he 
thdng cin bing dilu tdc, trong do nlu lim lucmg thirc te ciia mgt can bang khdng dugc dam bao vi 
vugt qua mgt gioi han cho trudc thi diem d|t cua cic luu lugng .cua cic bing tai cdn lai se dugc 
dilu chinh sao cho tit ci luu lugng ciia cic bang tai se dugc ting hay giim vcri ciing mdt ty 16 
phin trim. Vi$c ip dung phuong phip nay trong cac h€ thdng cin bang dinh lugng dilu tdc sg duy 
tri ty le phdi li$u theo diing gia tri dit trudc vi gdp phin ning cao chit lugng sin phim. Hieu qua 
cua phuong phap nay sS duoc minh hga thdng qua mdt s6 kit qua md phong. 
Tti' khoa: Dieu khien giai hgn cheo, can bang, dong ca khong dong bo, bo dieu khiin PID, bg biin doi 
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